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Abstract: 
Generally the foundations of offshore wind turbines are steel truss structures which are exposed to wave slamming 
forces due to breaking waves, typically plunging breaking waves in shallow water. Calculations show that the forces 
from the plunging breaking waves are governing the design responses of the structure and the foundations. 
However, there are considerable uncertainties on the calculated plunging breaking wave forces. This research study 
is to investigate the wave slamming forces acting on different sections of the truss structure for wind turbines.  
A physical model of 1:50 scale was built at the hydrodynamic laboratory, NTNU. A large number of experiments 
were carried out on various sections of the truss structure such as front section and side section. Besides, two 
different size individual piles places at the position of the vertical legs of the truss structure were tested in order to 
check the size effects. All the tests carried out for regular waves with different wave height and wave periods.The 
recorded total responses have been decomposed into quasi static and dynamic components. Then dynamic 
component of the total response is analysed using frequency response function (FRF) method or the transfer 
function method. The transfer function relates the impact force and the responses and an impulse hammer was used 
to obtain the transfer function. Duhamel integral method was used only for two individual cylinders in addition to 
the frequency response function method.  
The analysed results show that the measured slamming forces are much lesser than the calculated slamming forces 
in all the cases. This discrepancies could be due to the size effects, scale effects and unfavourable wave form when it 
hits the structure. The entrained air during breaking process also influences in the results as it is different in the 
small scale test and in reality. It is recommended to perform the large scale tests to overcome such discrepancies.  
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BACKGROUND 
 
 
                                         Figure 1.  NTNU 1:50 scale model  
 
    Wind turbine foundation structures in shallow water may be prone to slamming forces 
from breaking waves in shallow water, typically plunging breaking waves. The Norwegian 
company Reinertsen A/S has been involved in the design of a truss support structure for 
wind turbines on the Thornton Bank, Belgian Coast. Plunging breaking waves has been 
specified for this area. Calculations show that the forces from the plunging breaking waves 
are governing the design responses of the structure and the foundations. However, there are 
considerable uncertainties on the calculated plunging breaking wave forces. 
 
  Miriam Aashamar (2012) conducting tests on a 1:50 scale model of a truss structure, 
Figure 1, to obtain wave slamming forces. The test set-up for the model used is shown in 
Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Wave flume with model truss structure. Aashamar (2012). 
 
Slamming forces is supposed to occur on the vertical legs as well as on the bracings of a 
truss structure. It is thus a challenging task to resolve the slamming forces on the individual 
members of the truss structure.  Large scale tests have been planned in late spring of 2013 
in the Hydralab facility The Large Wave Channel (GWK) in Hannover, Germany, (scale 
1:8) of the same structure as we have tested in scale 1:50. During these tests it is planned to 
measure wave slamming forces locally on vertical leg and on some bracings in the 
expected breaking wave hit area, in addition to the total wave forces on the structure. 
 
 
TASK DESCRIPTION 
 
For the Master’s thesis during the spring semester 2013, the plan is that the student shall 
carry out some laboratory tests to explore the simultaneous action on different parts of the 
truss structure: 
 
1. Measuring simultaneously the forces on two different size vertical cylinders placed 
parallel to the wave crest with spacing between them corresponding to the distance 
between the two front vertical legs.  
 
2. Measuring the forces on a section corresponding to the front section and side section of 
the truss structure. 
  
The type of breaking (surging, plunging etc) is depending on the wave steepness and the 
bottom slope.   The bottom slope in front of the model structure has been approximately 
1:10 in the tests run by Ros (2011), Aune (2011) and Aashamar (2012). Plunging waves 
have been obtained in this case. If time permit during the tests of a Master student in the 
spring semester 2013, the bottom slope will be  1:20 or 1:50 For these slopes it may be that 
mainly surging waves will occur.   
 
The tests will be run with regular waves.  
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The Master thesis work implies also some contact and co-operation with Reinertsen AS. 
 
The attached preliminary note “Analysis of force response data from tests on a model of a truss 
structure subjected to plunging breaking waves” of 24 May 2012 gives an overview of wave 
slamming forces on piles and  of different analysis methods applied for analyzing test 
results of wave slamming force experiments. In addition some comparison of forces 
obtained by Aashamar (2012) and calculated forces by existing calculation methods.   
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Although hydropower is the major energy production in Norway, wind energy is becoming 
more popular these days. Norway has excellent wind power potential as it has typical sites 
along the long coastline with promising annual mean wind speed which is better than that in 
Denmark or northern Germany (Wind Energy-IFE, 2013). Wind energy is being produced from 
onshore and offshore wind farms. Approximately 10% of the total wind power is produced 
from offshore wind turbines.  
1.1 Background  
The foundations of offshore wind turbines could be a truss structure and might be placed in 
shallow waters, which is exposed to high amount of wave impacts. This wave impact will also 
be called as ‘wave slamming forces’. Reinertsen A/S, a Norwegian company had been involved 
in the design of truss structure for wind turbines on the Thornton Bank, Belgian Coast (Figure 
1.1) where plunging braking waves were specified.  
 
 
Figure 1.1: Thornton Bank wind farm (Innogy, 2013) 
A lot of researches have been carried out by several researchers to investigate the wave 
slamming forces on structures, most of them were vertical slender piles. There were not many 
researches done on the truss structures of wind turbines. Aashamar (2012), investigated the 
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wave slamming forces on truss support structure as part of her master’s thesis. It was found 
that the slamming forces were very small compared to the calculated forces. Generally, unlike 
oil and gas platforms, hundreds or thousands of offshore wind turbines are installed at a site. 
Overdesigning them would result in high amount of costs. So, it is always better to investigate 
very deeply and validate the previous results.  
1.2 Scopes and Objectives 
The main objective of this research project is to carry out the laboratory tests to explore the 
simultaneous actions on different part of the truss structure in the following ways, 
 Measuring the forces simultaneously on two vertical cylinders (different in sizes) 
placed parallel to the wave crest with spacing between them corresponding to the 
distance between the two front vertical legs 
 Measuring the forces on a front section of the truss structure 
 Measuring the forces on a side section of the truss structure 
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2.0  LITERATURE REVIEW 
Many researches about wave slamming forces or breaking wave forces have been carried out 
and still being carried out all over the world. In this chapter, findings from previous researches 
have been described. 
2.1 Morison’s Equation 
The non-breaking wave forces acting on a vertical pile can be calculated using Morison’s 
equation (Morison, et al., 1950) which is the summation of the quasi static inertia and drag 
forces. 
 
𝑑𝐹 = 𝑑𝐹𝐷 + 𝑑𝐹𝑀 =  
1
2
 𝜌𝑤𝐶𝐷𝐷|𝑢|𝑢 𝑑𝑧 +  𝜌𝑤
𝜋𝐷2
4
 𝐶𝑀
𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑡
 𝑑𝑧 (2.1) 
Where ρw is the water density, CD is the drag coefficient, CM is the inertia coefficient, D is the 
diameter of the pile, u is the water particle velocity, z is the water depth and t is the time. The 
values of the drag and coefficients are depending on the Reynolds number, Keulagen Carpenter 
number, roughness parameters and interaction parameters (Morison, et al., 1950). The total 
force can be obtained by integrating the equation (2.1) along the height of the pile.   
 
𝐹 = 𝐹𝐷 + 𝐹𝑀 =  ∫
1
2
 𝜌𝑤𝐶𝐷𝐷|𝑢|𝑢 𝑑𝑧
𝜂
−𝑑
+  ∫ 𝜌𝑤
𝜋𝐷2
4
 𝐶𝑀
𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑡
 𝑑𝑧
𝜂
−𝑑
 (2.2) 
Where, 𝜂 is the water surface elevation and the d is the total water depth.  
The force coefficients CD and CM have been obtained with laboratory experiments. Different 
range of values were found for a non-breaking wave for various flow conditions. Generally the 
Morison equation is valid for small diameter members that don’t significantly modify the 
incident waves, and it depends on the ratio of the wavelength to the member diameter. If this 
ratio is more than 5, the Morison equation is applicable (Chella, et. al., 2012).  
When it comes to breaking wave attack, an additional force of short duration because of the 
impact of the vertical breaker front and the breaker tongue has to be considered (Irschik, et. al., 
2002). So, an additional force term which is called ‘slamming force’ (FS) has to be added to 
the Morison equation as given in the equation (2.3).  
 𝐹 = 𝐹𝐷 + 𝐹𝑀 + 𝐹𝑆 (2.3) 
2.2 Wave Slamming Force 
The first wave impact model and theoretical formulation of water impact force on rigid body 
was derived by von Karman (von Karman, 1929). In his research, he considered a horizontal 
cylindrical body with a wedged-shaped under surface as it strikes the horizontal surface of 
water and calculated the force acting between the cylindrical body and the water. As it’s shown 
in the Figure 2.1, a cylinder is approximated by a flat plate of width c(t) which is equal to the 
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immersed portion of the cylinder at each instant of the impact. The force on this plate could be 
calculated by considering the potential flow under the plate and integrating the pressures which 
can be found by the Bernoulli’s equation and for this, the time history of the width of the plate 
should be known as well.  
 
Figure 2.1: Definition sketch of von Karman’s model (Ros Collados, 2011) 
According to von Karman theory, the line force f(t) is given by the following equation, 
 𝑓(𝑡) = 0.5 𝐶𝑠 𝜌𝑤𝐷 𝐶𝑏
2  (2.4) 
 
𝐶𝑠 = 𝜋 (1 −
𝐶𝑏
𝑅
𝑡)  (2.5) 
Where, Cs is the slamming factor, Cb is the wave celerity and D is the diameter of the cylinder 
and R is the radius of the cylinder. The maximum line force occurs when the time t is zero (t=0, 
i.e. beginning of the impact), and the slamming factor becomes 𝜋. 
As this line force is two dimensional and was derived for an infinite length of cylinder based 
on von Karman’s model, it should be integrated over the length of the impact area (Figure 2.2) 
of cylinder assuming the same line force acting everywhere in the cylinder.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Definition sketch of impact force on vertical cylinder (Wienke & Oumeraci, 2005) 
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As Figure 2.2 shows, the height of the impact area was found to be the multiplication of the 
curling factor λ and the maximum breaking wave crest height ηb (Goda, et. al.,1966). So, the 
slamming force Fs on the cylinder, 
 
𝐹𝑠(𝑡) = 0.5 𝜌𝑤𝐷 𝐶𝑏
2 𝜋 (1 −
𝐶𝑏
𝑅
𝑡) λ 𝜂
𝑏
 (2.6) 
 
𝐹𝑠(𝑡) =  𝜋 𝜌𝑤𝑅 𝐶𝑏
2  (1 −
𝐶𝑏
𝑅
𝑡) λ 𝜂
𝑏
 (2.7) 
 
At the beginning of the impact with t=0 the equation (2.7) follows, 
 𝐹𝑠 = 𝜋 𝜌𝑤𝑅 λ 𝜂𝑏𝐶𝑏
2 (2.8) 
From equation (2.4), the line force based on von Karman (1929), 
 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝜋 𝜌𝑤𝑅 𝐶𝑏
2 (2.9) 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Definition sketch of 2D impact distribution (Wienke & Oumeraci, 2005) 
The line force given in equation (2.9) was obtained by considering the momentum conservation 
during the impact. By taking into consideration not only the momentum conservation, but also 
the flow beside the flat plate would result in the so-called ‘pile-up effect’, that is the 
deformation of the water free surface (Figure 2.3). Because of this pile-up effect, the 
‘immersion’ of the cylinder occurs earlier. As a result, the duration of impact decreases and the 
maximum line force increases (Wienke & Oumeraci, 2005). 
According to Wagner (1932), the maximum line force is given as follows, 
 𝑓(𝑡) = 2𝜋 𝜌𝑤𝑅 𝐶𝑏
2 (2.10) 
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The maximum line force calculated by Wagner’s theory is twice the maximum line force 
calculated by von Karman’s theory. Generally this maximum line force is described as a 
function ‘Slamming Coefficient’ Cs.  
 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑆 𝜌𝑤𝑅 𝐶𝑏
2 (2.11) 
2.3 Slamming Coefficients  
So, the general form of wave slamming force is given in the following equation. 
 𝐹𝑠 = 𝐶𝑆𝜌𝑤𝑅 λ 𝜂𝑏𝐶𝑏
2  (2.12) 
According to von Karman (1929) and Goda et. al. (1966), Cs is π and Wagner’s theory suggests 
a Cs value of 2π. Wienke & Oumeraci (2005) suggest a Cs value of 2π as they show that the 
formulation of Wagner’s theory is more accurate even though Goda et. al (1966)’s description 
of the impact is based on von Karman (1929). Ros Collados (2011) investigated the slamming 
coefficient on a vertical cylinder in his master’s thesis and estimated a Cs value of 4.3 for a 
triangular load case, and this value is between π and 2π. This experiment was done with a 
vertical cylinder with a series of force transducers placed on it in different elevations as shown 
in Figure 2.4.  
 
Figure 2.4: Instrumented cylinder [cm]. (Tørum, 2013) 
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The Cs values were found by considering the maximum impact force at the third transducer. It 
should be noted that the impact duration time was set as 0.008s for all the cases, which was 
defined at the same time as the triangular load.  
Another experiment was carried out by Aune (2011) as part of his master’s thesis and he 
calculated a Cs value of 4.77. But, in this experiment was performed on a truss structure. 
Wienke and Oumeraci (2005) obtained a time history of the impact line force. This is shown 
in Figure 2.5. This shows that the value of the line force at the beginning of the impact (t=0), 
i.e. the maximum line force that is calculated by their proposed model is equal to the value 
obtained from the Wagner’s model.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.4 Curling Factor 
Wienke and Oumeraci (2005) investigated about the curling factor for the vertical and inclined 
cylinders.  The ratio of the impact force Fs to the line force f(t) provides the height area of the 
impact ηb, where ηb  is the maximum surface elevation of the breaking wave and the λ is the 
curling factor. Figure 2.6 shows the variation of the cylinder factor with the different inclination 
of the cylinder, i.e. yaw angle α.  
For a vertical cylinder, the maximum curling factor is λ=0.46 and this is in agreement with the 
values of curling factors cited in literature, for example, Goda, et. al. (1966) proposed a range 
of curling factors λ=0.4-0.5 for plunging wave breakers.  
 
Figure 2.5: Time histories of line forces according to different theories (Wienke & Oumeraci, 
2005) 
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Figure 2.6: Curling factor for different inclination of the pile (Wienke & Oumeraci, 2005) 
 
2.5 Breaking Waves 
Waves breaking process is taken place in various different ways depending on the wave 
properties and angle of bed slope (Judith & Marcel, 2012). Battjes (1974) showed that the 
Iribarren parameter influences in the wave breaking process. The Iribarren parameter is difined 
as follows, 
 
𝜉0 =
tan 𝛼
√𝐻0/𝐿0
 (2.13) 
 
where, tan 𝛼 is the steepness of the bed, 𝐻0 is the deep water wave height and 𝐿0 is the wave 
length in deep water.  
The Iribarren number 𝜉0 represents the ratio of the slope of the bed and the deep water wave 
steepness. A distinction is made between spilling, plunging, collapsing and surging breakers 
based on the value of 𝜉0 (Figure 2.7). The values of Iribarren number are indicative and the 
transition between the various breaker types is gradual. Spilling breakers are generally found 
along the flat bed. Plunging breaking occurs on a mild slope bed and the curling top is 
characteristic of such a wave. When the curling top breaks over the lower part of the wave, a 
lot of energy is dissipated into turbulence.  
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Figure 2.7: Breaker types based on Iribarren parameter (Judith & Marcel, 2012) 
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3.0 MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 
Since this research project is a laboratory experimental study, there were several laboratory 
instruments used to perform the experiments. This chapter is starting with describing all the 
laboratory devices and materials used for the experiments and later sections describe how the 
test were carried out, how the data were recorded and finally the detailed description of the 
data analysing methods with their theoretical background. 
3.1 Wave Flume 
The wave flume in which all the experiments were carried out was so-called, ‘Sjøfrid’ at the 
hydrodynamic laboratory, NTNU, Trondheim. This flume is 33m long, 1m wide and 1.8m 
deep. There is a hydraulically driven (piston-type wave maker) wave generator with paddles 
which move back and forth. Normally the input parameters of the wave generators are the wave 
period (or frequency) and the eccentricity. The eccentricity is related with the displacement of 
the flap. Wave heights are dependent on this eccentricity and the frequency of the waves and 
the variation of the wave height with the eccentricity for different wave period is discussed in 
the section 5.1. The detail cross section and the plan view of this wave flume is given in the 
Figure 3.2. There are wave absorbers placed at the rear end of the flume and they are made out 
of perforated steel plates. These wave absorbers are used to prevent the disturbance of the 
reflecting waves.  
The deep water part of the flume is about 11.2m and shallow water was achieved by 
constructing of a 1:10 slope wooden ramp as shown in Figure 3.2. This 1:10 slope was later 
modified to 1:20 to get the spilling breaker and this will be discussed in section 4.2.4. The 
water depth at the structure is about 33.3cm. All the experiments carried out in this flume were 
regular waves.  
 
Figure 3.1: Wave flume at hydrodynamics laboratory, NTNU 
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Figure 3.2: Cross-section and plan view of the wave flume [mm] 
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Figure 3.3: Wave gauge positions for different model structures [mm] 
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3.2 Wave Gauges 
There were four wave gauges used throughout the experiments but their positions were changed 
according to the interest (Figure 3.3). These wave gauges are made out of steel tubes and it 
measures the water level as the immersed depth is proportional to the output voltage of the 
wave gauges. Normally theses wave gauges had to be calibrated before running the waves if 
the water level changed or refilled the wave flume.  
Generally the calibration of the wave gauges were done by lifting or lowering the wave gauges 
and adjusting the voltages based on the heights so that 20cm of water level height corresponds 
to 10V (20cm = 10V). Since the maximum voltage that can be handled by the amplifier is 10V 
per channel, we had to be very careful with the height of the wave from the still water line so 
that it wouldn’t exceed 20cm from the still water line. There were certain cases in the later part 
of the experiments where the level exceeded 20cm so it had to be again calibrated with a 
different gain factor, i.e. 20cm=5V (4cm/V). The Figure 3.4 shows one wave gauge that was 
used in the experiment. 
 
Figure 3.4: A picture of a wave gauge used in the experiment  
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3.3 Force Transducers 
There were four force transducers in operation throughout the tests. These transducers were 
used to measure the dynamic response forces of the structures; this response forces can be 
tensile or compressive forces. These are HBM S9M/500N transducers which are S-shaped and 
the maximum force that can be measured is 500N. Although they were calibrated in the factory, 
re-calibration was done with 3 different weights such as 0.5,1 and 2kgs. Figure 3.5 shows one 
of the force transducers used in this experiment.  
 
Figure 3.5: A picture of a force transducer used in the experiments  
3.4 Impulse Hammer 
An impulse hammer was used to find the natural frequency of the structure and importantly to 
formulate the transfer function in order to obtain the wave slamming force. This procedure will 
be described in detail in chapter 4.1. Figure 3.6 shows the physical appearance of this impulse 
hammer and its dimension drawing is shown in Figure 3.7. This hammer has three impacts tips 
which are made out of three different materials such as aluminium, plastic and soft plastic. Soft 
plastic tip was the one which was used in all the tests as it gives the clean impact signal for our 
structures. The maximum impact force that can be measured by this impulse hammer is about 
453N (1000lbs). 
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Figure 3.6: A picture of an impulse hammer used in the experiments 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Physical dimensions of the impulse hammer [in] (Dytran, 2013) 
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3.5 Instrumented Structures 
Four different types of structures have been used for this experiments; a 16mm diameter 
cylinder, a 60mm diameter cylinder, front panel of the truss structure and side panel of the truss 
structure. As shown in the Figure 3.9, both the cylinders and the side panel structures are 
instrumented with two force transducers each, one is on top and another one on bottom. The 
front panel of the truss structure has four transducers which are connected on the top and bottom 
of both the legs. All these model structures are made out of aluminium and they are hollow 
tubes. The vertical legs of the front and side panel of the truss structures are 16mm in diameter 
and cross bracings are 12mm in diameter.  
 
Figure 3.8: Truss structure with dimensions [mm]  
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Figure 3.9: Two individual cylinders (A), front section of the truss structure (B) and side section 
of the truss structure (C) 
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3.6 Amplifier System  
All the actions due to waves give analogue signals to relevant measuring instruments such as 
wave gauges and force transducers. These analogue signals have to be converted to digital 
signal in order to get required data. So, an amplifier system or an analogue-digital convertor 
must be employed; HBM MGCplus amplifier system (Figure 3.10) has been used throughout 
the tests. This amplifier system is not just for converting signals but also it plays an important 
role on DAQ (Data Acquisition). For the data acquisition, a software called ‘Catman Easy’ was 
used. This software is more user friendly and we can visualize the real time recordings with 
higher sampling rates.  
 
Figure 3.10: HBM MGCplus amplifier system 
3.7 Test Procedure 
Large number of tests have been carried out in order to investigate the wave slamming effects. 
As the main objective this research study is to investigate the wave slamming forces on 
different parts of the truss structure, there were three different tests carried out with different 
part of structure as well as the impulse hammer tests on the different structures. These three 
type of tests are as follows, 
 Tests with two different size (16mm and 60mm in diameter) cylinders placed at a 
distance which is exactly equal to the distance between the vertical legs of the truss 
structure used by Aashamar (2012). 
 Tests with front section of the truss structure 
 Tests with the side section of the truss structure 
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Each type consists of many tests for different wave period and eccentricity. APPENDIX A 
shows the details of tests that have been carried out with different test parameters for each 
different type of tests respectively.  
The main steps involved in these experiments are given below, 
o Fill the wave flume to the required water level (33.3cm above the bed at the structure) 
o Turn on the wave generator system 
o Calibrate the wave gauges and analogue recorder 
o Set the desired eccentricity 
o Input wave parameters to the system 
o Run the waves 
o Record the data 
As previously mentioned, another important test is the impulse hammer test. The impulse 
hammer test was done by hitting each structure at several points close to the area where the 
wave slamming would occur. Although the exact position of slamming is not known, according 
to Ros Collados (2011), the wave slamming occurs about 17cm above the still water line which 
is 33.3cm from the bed. These hammer plucking points for each structure are shown in Figure 
3.11. It should be noted that the structure was plucked when it’s in the water and the water 
level must be checked all the time before doing each tests. This is to incorporate the added 
mass and still water level damping in the tests (Tørum, 2013).  
  
Figure 3.11: Hammer plucking points [mm] 
3.7.1 Sampling Frequencies 
Sampling frequency means the rate at which the data were recorded. Different sampling 
frequencies used for different measuring devices such as force transducers, wave gauges and 
impulse hammer. Table 3.1 shows the sampling frequencies of each devices which were used 
throughout the experiments. 
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Table 3.1: Sampling frequencies of different measuring devices 
Device Sampling Frequency [Hz] 
Force transducers 19200 
Wave gauges 9600 
Impulse hammer 9600 
 
Since the sampling frequency of the wave gauges and the impulse hammer are half of the 
sampling frequency of the force transducers, these both the data have been interpolated so that 
the sampling frequency of all the data would become 19200Hz. 
3.8 Naming of data 
Since there were many data recorded it is necessary to name them in an easily understandable 
way. The explanation of naming for different type of recorded data are mentioned below.  
3.8.1 Wave force tests data  
The data were named as, for example ‘Ue440t185’ 
U - Ushanth 
e440– Eccentricity ‘e’=4.40 
t185- Wave period t=1.85s  
3.8.2 Impulse hammer data 
3.8.2.1 Two individual cylinders 
The data were named as, for example ‘Uham3’ 
 U – Ushanth 
 ham3- hammer point 3 
3.8.2.2 Front panel of the truss structure 
The data were named as, for example ‘Uhamfp3’ 
U – Ushanth 
 hamfp3- hammer point 3 for front panel 
3.8.2.3 Side panel of the truss structure 
The data were named as, for example ‘Uhamsp3’ 
U – Ushanth 
 hamsp3- hammer point 3 for side panel 
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3.9 Data Analysing Methods 
A procedure used by Määtänen (1979) to resolve ice forces from measured response forces on 
structures subjected to moving ice is applicable for wave slamming loads as well (Tørum, 
2013). The analysis method that Wienke and Oumeraci (2005) used was deconvolution method 
which is similar to Duhamel integral method that was used by Ros Collados (2011). These 
deconvolution and Duhamel integral approaches are more complex for truss structures and 
have not been used so far for truss structure. So, the method used by Määtänen (1979), 
Frequency Response Function method was used for both individual cylinders and truss 
structures. But, Duhamel integral method also used for only individual cylinders in order to 
compare and check the influence of the analysis methods. 
The measured response force f(t) could be expanded into Fourier integral and in case of forced 
vibration will be, 
 
𝑓(𝑡) =
1
2𝜋
∫ 𝐻(𝜔)𝑆𝐹(𝜔)𝑒
𝑖𝜔𝑡
∞
−∞
𝑑𝜔 (3.1) 
Where, H(ω) is the frequency response function (FRF) and S(ω) is the linear spectrum of the 
forcing function. The frequency response function H(ω) or the transfer function is a calibration 
factor which is obtained by the pluck test by impulse hammer at several points as described in 
section 3.7.  
The Fourier transform of equation (3.1) gives, 
 
𝐻(𝜔)𝑆𝐹(𝜔) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑡) 𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑡
∞
−∞
𝑑𝜔 = 𝑆𝑓(𝜔) (3.2) 
 
Sf (ω) is the linear spectrum of the measured signal f(t). So, Sf (ω) can be solved from this above 
equation as, 
 
𝑆𝐹(𝜔) =
𝑆𝑓(𝜔)
𝐻(𝜔)
 (3.3) 
 
Finally, the Inverse Fourier Transform (IFFT) of the above equation gives the requested wave 
slamming force. 
 
𝐹(𝑡) =
1
2𝜋
∫
𝑆𝑓(𝜔)
𝐻(𝜔)
 𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡
∞
−∞
𝑑𝜔 (3.4) 
 
The above equations can easily be solved by computer programs such as Matlab, although they 
look complicated. In this case Matlab has been used for the calculations and analyses.  
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3.9.1 Frequency Response Function (FRF) 
As previously described, the frequency response function or transfer function was obtained by 
the pluck test using impulse hammer. Plucking points are shown in Figure 3.11 for each 
structure. The total response force due to an impact by the impulse hammer can be sum of all 
the force transducers connected to the structure assuming structure responding based on single 
degree of freedom (SDOF) which is explained in chapter 3.10 in detail. The impact force is 
directly measured by the impulse hammer. So, the ratio of the power spectrum of impulse force 
to the response forces gives the transfer function or the frequency response function.  
So, frequency response function is now, 
 
𝐻(𝜔) =
𝑆𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝜔)
𝑆𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝜔)
 (3.5) 
 
Where, 𝑆𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝜔) is the fast Fourier transform of the total response forces (power 
spectrum) obtained by summing up all the transducer forces due to the impact by the hammer 
and 𝑆𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝜔) is the fast Fourier transform of the impact measurement obtained directly 
from hammer. 
 
𝑆𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝜔) = ∫ 𝑓𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝑡) 𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑡
∞
−∞
𝑑𝑡 (3.6) 
And,  
 
𝑆𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝜔) = ∫ 𝑓𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝑡) 𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑡
∞
−∞
𝑑𝑡 (3.7) 
 
The frequency response function 𝐻(𝜔)  is counter checked by multiplying it by𝑆𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝜔), 
this should be equal to𝑆𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝜔). So both the spectrum were checked in order to make 
sure it has been done correctly.  
 
3.9.2 Duhamel Integral Method 
Duhamel integral approach has been used only for cylinder structures to compare with the 
results with the FRF method. The theoretical description of the Duhamel integral method is 
briefly described in this chapter. This method was used by Ros Collados (2011) in his master’s 
thesis.  
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Figure 3.12: The derivation of the Duhamel integral (Ros Collados, 2011) 
The above figure (Figure 3.12) shows the differential response for a given impact p(τ). The 
total calculated response can be obtained by integrating all the differential responses developed 
during the loading history (Ros Collados, 2011). 
 
𝑅𝑐(𝑡) =  
𝑘
𝑚𝜔𝑑
 ∫ 𝑝(𝜏)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑑(𝑡 − 𝜏)𝑒
−𝜉𝜔(𝑡−𝜏)𝑑𝜏
𝑡
0
 (3.8) 
Where, m is the oscillating mass, 𝜔𝑑 is the damped frequency of oscillation, p(τ) is the impact 
load applied for very short time τ and 𝜉 is the damping coefficient and t is the time. It should 
be noticed that for small values of damping ω ≈ 𝜔𝑑. Equation (3.8) is called as Duhamel 
integral equation and this is being used to estimate the response of an undamped single degree 
of freedom (SDOF) system subject to any form of dynamic loading p(τ).  This equation can be 
simplified and written as follows (Clough & Penzien, 1975)  
 𝑅𝑐(𝑡) =  𝐴(𝑡) sin 𝜔𝑑𝑡 − 𝐵(𝑡) cos 𝜔𝑑 𝑡 (3.9) 
where,  
 
𝐴(𝑡) =
𝑘
𝑚𝜔𝑑
∫ 𝑝(𝜏) 
𝑒𝜉𝜔𝜏
𝑒𝜉𝜔𝑡
cos 𝜔𝑑𝜏 𝑑𝜏
𝑡
0
 (3.10) 
 
𝐵(𝑡) =
𝑘
𝑚𝜔𝑑
∫ 𝑝(𝜏) 
𝑒𝜉𝜔𝜏
𝑒𝜉𝜔𝑡
sin 𝜔𝑑𝜏 𝑑𝜏
𝑡
0
 (3.11) 
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The incremental summation procedure can be used to evaluate the above given integral 
equations. The equation (3.10) can be written as below in order to describe the exponential 
decay behaviour caused by damping. This is an approximate recursive form using simple 
summation. 
 
𝐴𝑁 ≈ 𝐴𝑁−1𝑒
−𝜉𝜔∆𝜏 +
∆𝜏 𝑘
𝑚𝜔𝑑
𝑦𝑁−1𝑒
−𝜉𝜔∆𝜏  , 𝑁 = 1,2,3, …  (3.12) 
 
where, 𝑦1 = 𝑝1 cos 𝜔𝑑𝑡1 , 𝑦2 = 𝑝2 cos 𝜔𝑑𝑡2,  etc. 
The same expressions will be applicable for 𝐵𝑁 but, now 𝑦𝑁 is in terms of sin 𝜔𝑑𝑡𝑁 , i.e.  𝑦1 =
𝑝1 sin 𝜔𝑑𝑡1 , 𝑦2 = 𝑝2 sin 𝜔𝑑𝑡2 and so on.  
Finally, knowing all the calculated values of 𝐴𝑁 and 𝐵𝑁 for successive values of N, the 
corresponding ordinates of the response will be obtained by using equation (3.9).  
 𝑅𝑐𝑁 =  𝐴𝑁 sin 𝜔𝑑𝑡𝑁 − 𝐵𝑁 cos 𝜔𝑑 𝑡𝑁  (3.13) 
 
Although these expressions and procedure look more complex, it can be easy evaluated by the 
Matlab program. A Matlab code written by Ros Collados (2001) was modified according to 
the requirement. This code can be found in the APPENDIX B. The main steps involving in this 
Duhamel integral method is shown in the Figure 3.13. This method was only used for individual 
cylinders and was not used for truss structure sections.  
 
Figure 3.13: Main steps involving in the Duhamel integral approach (Ros Collados, 2011) 
This is an iterative process as the assumed impact force and the measured responses should be 
in good agreement with each other. It means that the measures responses and calculated 
responses should be coincided with each other or almost geometrically fit on to another for a 
particular triangular impact force. Once these two responses are in agreement the impact force 
corresponds to that response will be the wave slamming force. This is illustrated in section 
4.2.5 with some results.  
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3.10 Response Analyses 
3.10.1 Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) 
The simplest oscillatory system is single degree of freedom, the motion of which can be 
described by a single coordinate or in other words vibration response can completely be 
described by one displacement variable (Naess, 2011). This SDOF system can be either free or 
forced vibration. The mass, elastic properties (stiffness) and energy loss mechanism or 
damping are the essential physical properties of linearly elastic structural or mechanic system 
subject to dynamic loadings. Figure 3.14 shows a principle sketch of a SDOF oscillator with 
linear damping in which m is the mass of the structure, k is the stiffness, c is the damping 
constant u is the displacement and f(t) is the externally applied force. 
 
Figure 3.14: Principle sketch of a SDOF oscillator 
If we apply the Newton’s second law to this system for dynamic equilibrium, 
 𝑚?̈? + 𝑐?̇? + 𝑘𝑢 = 𝑓(𝑡) (3.14) 
 
This is the most general and fundamental equation of the single degree of freedom oscillation. 
The response u(t) can be obtained by integrating this equation for a particular time period with 
the applied force. 
There are different type of impact loading which can be expressed by simple analytical 
functions. Some of these impulsive loading types and their behaviours are described in this 
chapter.  
Figure 3.15 shows the maximum response ratio for a suddenly applied constant impact for a 
limited short time where, umax is the maximum response, f0 is the impulse load, k is the stiffness, 
𝑡∗ is the duration of impact and Td is the natural period of oscillation. As it can be seen in this 
figure, the maximum response ratio increases and reaches a maximum value and this happens 
when 𝑡∗ ≈ 0.5𝑇𝑑.  
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Figure 3.15: The maximum response to a suddenly applied constant force of limited time 
(Naess, 2011)  
Figure 3.16 shows the maximum response for three simple impact force time histories for no 
damping. It’s interesting to see that reduction in the maximum response ratio is insignificant 
compared to the situation with the previous case for suddenly applied load. Also the maximum 
response approaches the static value (ratio is about 1 or the maximum response becomes equal 
to static response f0/k) when the rise time becomes too long.  
 
Figure 3.16: The maximum response to a constant force with a finite rise time (Naess, 2011) 
The maximum response to a suddenly applied load that decreases linearly towards zero is 
shown in Figure 3.17. This is comparable with the situation of suddenly applied constant load 
for a limited period which is shown in Figure 3.15. Since the total triangular load is less than 
that of rectangular load, triangular load has lower maximum response than that for rectangular 
load.  But, maximum responses to triangular load becomes larger only for larger 𝑡∗. 
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Figure 3.17: The maximum response to a suddenly applied triangular force time history (Naess, 
2011) 
The maximum response to a ‘saw-tooth’ pattern loading time history is shown in Figure 3.18. 
As it can easily be observed in the figure, the maximum response becomes largest when the 
impact duration is equal to the natural period of oscillation. The maximum response approaches 
the static value as the impact duration increases.  
 
Figure 3.18: The maximum response to a 'saw-tooth' shape force time history (Naess, 2011) 
As a summary, Figure 3.19 shows the maximum response ratios to different type of loadings 
such as rectangular, triangular and half-sinusoidal. Plunging breakers introduce very high 
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impulsive forces on slender structures in an extremely short duration and the time history of 
these forces has a clear triangular shape (Ros Collados, 2011). 
 
Figure 3.19: Displacement-response spectra (shock spectra) for different types of impulses 
(Clough & Penzien, 1975) 
3.10.2 The Duration of Impact 
The duration of impact is an important parameter to know in order to analyse the maximum 
response ratio. The duration of impact is set differently by different researchers this shown in 
Table 3.2.  
Table 3.2: Duration of impact from different researches  
Research Study Duration of Impact, 𝒕∗ 
von Karman (1929) 
𝐷
2𝑢
 
Wagner (1932) 0.4
𝐷
𝐶𝑏
 𝑡𝑜 0.65
𝐷
𝐶𝑏
  
Goda et. al. (1966) 
1
2
𝐷
𝐶𝑏
 
Tanimoto et. al. (1986) 
1
4
𝐷
𝐶𝑏
 𝑡𝑜 
1
2
𝐷
𝐶𝑏
 
Wienke & Oumeraci (2005) 
13
64
𝐷
𝐶𝑏
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According to the above table, it can be said that the duration of impact in a range as follows, 
 
𝑡∗ = (0.25 𝑡𝑜 0.5)
𝐷
𝐶𝑏
 (3.15) 
 
It’s advised always to look into the maximum response ratio by assuming a duration of impact 
and make sure that it follows one particular shape of loading i.e. triangular shape in our case.  
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4.0  ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
As mentioned in chapter 3.7, the experiments were carried out for three different types of 
structures such as two different size vertical piles, front section of the truss structure and side 
sections of the structure as well as the hammer test. In this chapter, experimental results are 
presented and they will be analysed.   
4.1 Hammer Test and FRF 
Hammer tests or the pluck tests were carried out on each structures in order to obtain the 
transfer function. This section describes well in detail how the obtained hammer test data were 
analysed and how the transfer function was developed in order to apply them on the wave 
slamming tests. In this section, only one test which was done for front section of the truss 
structure has been chosen and illustrate in detail.  
As shown in Figure 3.11, pluck tests were performed on several points on the structure, here a 
test on point number 3 is considered. The time series of the results of the impulse test on point 
3 is shown in Figure 4.1.  
 
Figure 4.1: Time series of measured response and hammer impulse of ‘Uhamfp3’ (front 
section) 
The data that will be required only has been extracted out from this series of data and the further 
analyses were done with this extracted data. In this case total responses will be the sum of all 
the forces from all four force transducers which were connected at top and bottom of each leg 
of the front section of the truss structure. Figure 4.2 shows the total responses to the given 
hammer impact. As it can be seen from this figure, the total response is very high at the time 
of impact and it decreases towards zero following a damping pattern. The natural period of 
oscillation is about 0.025s or the natural frequency of the structure is about 40Hz. The impact 
hammer force is very clean and single peak signal with very short time, this is clearly shown 
in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.2: Total responses and hammer force of test Uhamfp3 (front section) 
 
Figure 4.3: Expanded time view of total responses and hammer force of test Uhamfp3 (front 
section) 
Now the power spectrum of both total responses and hammer force are obtained by performing 
fast Fourier transformations. As it can be seen in Figure 4.4, the peak power of the total 
response forces is concentrated at a frequency is about 40Hz; this is obviously the natural 
frequency of the structure. Finally the transfer function is obtained by dividing the spectrum of 
the total forces by the spectrum of the hammer force, as described by the equation (3.5), Figure 
4.5 shows the squared linear transfer function in semi-log scale.  
 
Figure 4.4: Power spectrum of total responses and hammer force of test Uhamfp3 (front 
section) 
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Figure 4.5: Squared linear transfer function in semi-log scale 
4.2 Analysis of Wave Tests 
4.2.1 Two Individual Cylinders 
Two different size cylinders were placed at a distance exactly same as the distance between 
two vertical legs of the truss structure. The sizes of the individual cylinder are 60mm and 16 
mm. Tests were carried out with different period of waves and different heights of waves as 
well. The test with maximum slamming forces that was obtained in each different period of 
waves is illustrated here and Table 4.1 shows the maximum slamming forces obtained for 
different wave period for large cylinder (60mm diameter).  
Table 4.1: Maximum slamming forces on 60mm diameter cylinder for different wave periods 
e 
T [s], f [Hz] 
1.85s (0.54Hz) 1.96s (0.51Hz) 2.08s (0.48Hz) 2.22s (0.45Hz) 
4.6 19.41N    
4.6  25.18N   
4.9   16.2N  
4.9    26.39N 
 
First we look into the test ‘Ue460t185’ which gives the maximum slamming force for 1.85s 
period of waves and the eccentricity of 4.6. Figure 4.6 shows the whole time series of recorded 
total responses and the wave at the structure. The maximum response is selected for the further 
analysis and it should be noted that this is not always be the case as sometimes the first two or 
three waves give the maximum responses, because the data recording started just right after the 
wave paddles started moving, and the first few waves just break some distance away from the 
structure and cause much turbulences which results in very high responses.  
So, it’s always advised to select the maximum responses by looking at the wave which has a 
clean breaking pattern that has to be complied with the subsequent wave’s pattern, because the 
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waves broken at some distances away from the structure will be very short in height and rather 
irregular pattern.  
 
Figure 4.6: Time series of total measured responses and the wave at the structure-Test 
Ue460t185 (large cylinder) 
In this case, the maximum response is obtained for the fourth wave in the recorded time series 
responses shown in Figure 4.6. This total response is the summation of the forces from top and 
bottom transducers that are connected to this large cylinder. The desired data are extracted from 
the whole time series Figure 4.7 shows the individual response forces from each transducers 
responsible for the maximum total responses. Top transducer give more forces than the bottom 
as slamming forces or the resultant of the wave forces acting more close to the top transducer 
than the bottom transducer. 
 
Figure 4.7: Individual response from top and bottom transducers – Test Ue460t185 (large 
cylinder) 
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As it can be seen in Figure 4.8, the total response has two small peaks before the highest peak 
that would probably cause the slamming force. These two small peaks could be because of the 
tongue of the plunging breakers that hits the structure first and subsequently the major part of 
the wave hits the structure and cause the highest response force. Also it should be noted in the 
same figure that there is a very small time lag between the peak response and the wave crest at 
the structure as this cylinder is large compared to the wave gauge in diameter so wave reaches 
the cylinder and hits before it reaches the wave gauge.  
 
Figure 4.8: Total responses with waves at different points – Test Ue460t185 (large cylinder) 
So, now we have the maximum total responses which consists of both hydrostatic and dynamic 
forces itself. This needs to be decomposed and the slamming forces will be found from the 
dynamic part of the responses. This can be done by filtering the total responses and the filtered 
signal is in form of quasi-static force distribution and this quasi static force will be subtracted 
from the total response forces. Matlab has a function called ‘filtfilt’ that does zero phase 
filtering by filtering the data in forward and reverse direction. In fact this a low pass filtering 
process too. As it can be seen in Figure 4.9, green line shows the filtered signal of the total 
responses and that can be called as ‘quasi static or hydro static forces’. The red colour line 
denotes the resultant signal after the subtraction of the quasi static force from the total response 
forces, which is called as dynamic forces. This dynamic component of the response contributes 
to the slamming forces.  
Once the decomposition of the total forces has been done, we proceed with the dynamic signal 
and filter it one more time to get even more cleaned dynamic signal. This filtered dynamic 
signal is used for fast Fourier transform (FFT) to get the power spectrum 𝑆𝑓(𝜔)  (Figure 4.10). 
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Figure 4.9: The decomposition of the total response forces – Test Ue460t185 (large cylinder)  
 
 
Figure 4.10: Power spectrum of the dynamic response forces – Test Ue460t185 (large cylinder) 
The spectrum of the response forces then be divided by the transfer function or the frequency 
response function which was obtained previously for the same structure. Taking inverse fast 
Fourier transform (IFFT) and filtering it would give the slamming force according to the 
equation (3.4).  
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Figure 4.11: Inverse Fast Fourier Transform of 𝑆𝑓(𝜔)/𝐻(𝜔) – Test Ue460t185 and Uham60_3 
(large cylinder) 
The unfiltered signal after performing inverse fast Fourier transform is shown in Figure 4.11 
and then this is low pass filtered and the final slamming force variation shown in Figure 4.12.  
 
Figure 4.12: Low-pass filtered IFFT of 𝑆𝑓(𝜔)/𝐻(𝜔) - Test Ue460t185 and Uham60_3 (large 
cylinder) 
4.2.1.1 The calculation of the slamming force  
The calculation of the slamming force is based on the following equation, 
 𝐹𝑠 = 0.5 𝐶𝑆𝜌𝑤𝐷 λ 𝜂𝑏𝐶𝑏
2 (4.1) 
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𝐶𝑏 = √𝑔(ℎ +  𝜂𝑏)  (4.2) 
where, , 𝐹𝑠  Total slamming force (N) 
 𝜌𝑤  Density of the water (1000kg/m
3) 
 𝐷  Diameter of the vertical leg (0.016m) 
λ Curling factor (=0.46 according to Wienkie and Oumeraci, 2005 and 0.4 
according to Goda (1966). 
  𝜂𝑏  Crest height of the breaking wave 
 𝐶𝑏  Celerity of the breaking wave (m/s) 
The calculated slamming forces according to Wienke and Oumeraci (2005) and Goda, et. al. 
(1966) are compared with the measured slamming force in Chapter 5. But, here it’s tabulated 
in Table 4.2.  
Table 4.2: Measured and calculated slamming forces – Test Ue460t185 (large cylinder) 
Maximum response force 36.67 N 
Measured slamming force 19.41 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Wienke & Oumeraci (2005) 71.59 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Goda, et.al., (1966) 31.13 N 
 
4.2.2 Front section of the truss structure 
The front section or front panel of the model structure was undergone several tests with waves 
and hammer as we did for the large pile. The analysis method for the tests with the front panel 
is only frequency response function method.  
The slamming forces for each wave period is given in APPENDIX A and the maximum 
slamming forces were taken out for the illustration. Table 4.3 gives the summary of the 
maximum wave slamming forces on the front section of the truss structure for different wave 
periods. Wave period of 2.08s test is chosen here for illustrative purpose. This is test 
Ue440t208.  
Table 4.3: Maximum slamming forces on front section of truss structure for different wave 
periods 
e 
T [s], f [Hz] 
1.85s (0.54Hz) 1.96s (0.51Hz) 2.08s (0.48Hz) 2.22s (0.45Hz) 
4.4 10.03 N    
4.8  10.15 N   
4.4   13.46 N  
4.8    11.52 N 
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In this case the total responses will be the summation of all forces from all four transducers. 
The analysis method is the same as it’s done for the large cylinder in the previous section.  
 
 
Figure 4.13: Snapshot from test ‘Ue440t208’ (front section) 
As it can be seen in the Figure 4.13, the wave breaks just in front of the structure and curling 
down and hits the structure. It seems that the curling factor must be smaller than what we used 
for the calculation of the slamming forces based on Wienke and Oumeraci (2005) and Goda 
(1966).  
 
Figure 4.14: Time series of total measured responses and the wave at the structure-Test 
Ue440t208 (front section) 
The desired portion of maximum responses is chosen and that will be analysed in the same way 
that was used for the large cylinder.  
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Figure 4.15: The decomposition of the total response forces – Test Ue440t208 (front section) 
 
Figure 4.16: Low-pass filtered IFFT of 𝑆𝑓(𝜔)/𝐻(𝜔) - Test Ue440t185 and Uhamfp3 (front 
section) 
 
Figure 4.17: Time expanded view of the Low-pass filtered IFFT of 𝑆𝑓(𝜔)/𝐻(𝜔) - Test 
Ue440t208 and Uhamfp3 (front section) 
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4.2.2.1 The calculated slamming force of front section of the truss structure 
Unlike the individual cylinder the front section of the truss structure is exposed to slamming 
forces on different parts of the structure such as vertical legs and cross bracings. So, it’s 
important to take slamming forces on bracing into consideration as well.   
 
 
Figure 4.18: Definition sketch of the front section of the structure for slamming force 
calculation 
As shown in Figure 4.18, the total length of the bracing within the impacted area has to be 
found and incorporated in the wave slamming equation.  
 𝐹𝑠 = 2[0.5 𝐶𝑆𝜌𝑤𝐷1 λ 𝜂𝑏𝐶𝑏
2] + 0.5 𝐶𝑆𝜌𝑤𝐷2 λ 𝜂𝑏𝐶𝑏
2𝑙 (4.3) 
 
where, 𝐹𝑠  Total slamming force (N) 
 𝜌𝑤  Density of the water (1000kg/m
3) 
 𝐷1  Diameter of the vertical leg (0.016m) 
 𝐷1  Diameter of the cross-bracing (0.012m) 
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  𝜂𝑏  Crest height of the breaking wave 
 𝐶𝑏  Celerity of the breaking wave (m/s) 
l=l1+l2  Total length of the bracing within the area of impact 
λ  Curling factor 
  λ=0.46 [Wienke and Oumeraci (2005)] 
  λ=0.40 [Goda, et. al., (1966)] 
 Cs  Slamming factor 
   Cs= 2π [Wienke and Oumeraci (2005)] 
  Cs= π   [Goda, et. al., (1966)] 
 
So, the calculated slamming forces for the test Ue440t208 is tabulated in Table 4.4.  
Table 4.4: Measured and calculated slamming forces – Test Ue440t208 (front section) 
Maximum response force 31.54 N 
Measured slamming force 13.46 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Wienke & Oumeraci (2005) 77.18 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Goda, et.al., (1966) 33.56 N 
 
4.2.3 Side section of the truss structure 
Several tests have been carried out on the side section of the truss structure as they done for 
other structures. This section also describes the analysed results as they have been illustrated 
for the other structures in the previous sections. 
Referring to APPENDIX A, although tests Ue550t185, Ue630t185 and Ue630t222 give the 
larger slamming forces than that from test Ue460t185 and Ue570t222 from the respective wave 
periods, the test Ue460t185 and Ue570t185 are only taken into consideration here for the 
illustrative purpose as in other two tests the waves were breaking further away from the 
structure and caused large amount of turbulence. This will be discussed in the later chapters. 
Table 4.5: Maximum slamming forces on side section of truss structure for different wave 
periods 
e 
T [s], f [Hz] 
1.85s (0.54Hz) 1.96s (0.51Hz) 2.08s (0.48Hz) 2.22s (0.45Hz) 
4.6 4.05 N    
4.8  3.86 N   
5.0   3.06 N  
5.7    3.91 N 
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4.2.3.1.1 Test Ue460t185 on Side Section 
 
 
Figure 4.19: Snapshot from test ‘Ue460t185’ on side section of the truss structure 
 
 
Figure 4.20: Time series of total measured responses and the wave at the structure-Test 
Ue460t185 (side section) 
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Figure 4.21: The decomposition of the total response forces – Test Ue460t185 (side section) 
 
Figure 4.22: The measured slamming force- Test ‘Ue460t185 (side section) 
 
Table 4.6: Measured and calculated slamming forces – Test Ue460t185 (side section) 
Maximum response force 8.35 N 
Measured slamming force 4.05 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Wienke & Oumeraci (2005) 18.34 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Goda, et.al., (1966) 7.97 N 
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4.2.3.1.2 Test Ue480t196 on Side Section 
 
 
Figure 4.23: Snapshot from test ‘Ue480t196’ on side section of the truss structure 
 
 
Figure 4.24: Time series of total measured responses and the wave at the structure-Test 
Ue480t196 (side section) 
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Figure 4.25: The decomposition of the total response forces – Test Ue480t196 (side section) 
 
 
Figure 4.26: The measured slamming force- Test ‘Ue480t196 (side section) 
 
Table 4.7: Measured and calculated slamming forces – Test Ue480t196 (side section) 
Maximum response force 9.69 N 
Measured slamming force 3.86 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Wienke & Oumeraci (2005) 19.40 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Goda, et.al., (1966) 8.43 N 
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4.2.3.1.3 Test Ue500t208 on Side Section 
 
 
Figure 4.27: Snapshot from test ‘Ue500t208’ on side section of the truss structure 
 
 
Figure 4.28: Time series of total measured responses and the wave at the structure-Test 
Ue500t208 (side section) 
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Figure 4.29: The decomposition of the total response forces – Test Ue500t208 (side section) 
 
 
Figure 4.30: The measured slamming force- Test ‘Ue500t208 (side section) 
Table 4.8: Measured and calculated slamming forces – Test Ue500t208 (side section) 
Maximum response force 8.40 N 
Measured slamming force 3.06 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Wienke & Oumeraci (2005) 17.60 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Goda, et.al., (1966) 7.65 N 
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4.2.3.1.4 Test Ue570t222 on Side Section 
 
 
Figure 4.31: Snapshot from test ‘Ue570t222’ on side section of the truss structure 
 
 
Figure 4.32: Time series of total measured responses and the wave at the structure-Test 
Ue570t222 (side section) 
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Figure 4.33: The decomposition of the total response forces – Test Ue570t222 (side section) 
 
 
Figure 4.34: The measured slamming force- Test ‘Ue570t222 (side section) 
Table 4.9: Measured and calculated slamming forces – Test Ue570t222 (side section) 
Maximum response force 12.27 N 
Measured slamming force 3.91 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Wienke & Oumeraci (2005) 16.87 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Goda, et.al., (1966) 7.33 N 
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All the figures (i.e. Figure 4.21, Figure 4.25, Figure 4.29) containing total measured responses 
show that they have two peaks within a very short time. The first peak is higher than the 
following one. This is actually due to waves hitting on the front leg and rear leg respectively.   
4.2.4 Tests with new slope of the bed (1:20) 
The previous bed slope of 1:10 had been modified into 1:20 in order to obtain different pattern 
of waves (i.e. spilling breakers) and check whether any slamming forces occur. Few tests were 
carried out only for the side section of the truss structure. As it is given in APPENDIX A, the 
test that gave the maximum slamming force is chosen here for illustration. Figure 4.35 shows 
a snapshot of this test, as we see in this picture, wave is not breaking violently as they were 
breaking in the slope if 1:10. Although this looks like a plunging breaking it tends to spill, or 
it can be said that it’s in the transition of plunging breakers and spilling breakers. Following 
figures show the results.  
 
Figure 4.35: A snapshot from test ‘Ue520t208’ on side section with new slope 
 
Figure 4.36: Time series of total measured responses and the wave at the structure-Test 
Ue520t208  (side section) 
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Figure 4.37: The decomposition of the total response forces – Test Ue520t208 (side section) 
 
Figure 4.38: The final measured slamming force variation (side section) 
 
Table 4.10: Measured and calculated slamming forces – Test Ue520t208 (side section) 
Maximum response force 11.84 N 
Measured slamming force 3.12 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Wienke & Oumeraci 20.95 N 
Calculated slamming force based on Goda 9.12 N 
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4.2.5 Duhamel Integral Method 
Two individual cylinders were analysed by using Duhamel integral method as Ros Collados 
(2011) did in his master thesis. In this section, an analysis done for the large cylinder (60mm 
in diameter) is described in detail. For this case a test ‘Ue460t185’ has been chosen for the 
detail illustration.  
As it’s shown in Figure 4.9, the dynamic part of the total response forces will be considered as 
an input for the Duhamel integral analysis.  Figure 4.39 shows this decomposed dynamic part 
of the total response. 
 
Figure 4.39: Dynamic part of the total responses – Test 460t185 (large cylinder) 
A Matlab program used by Ros Collados (2011) has been modified and used for this analysis. 
Now this dynamic part of the total responses will be used as an input for this program. Before 
proceeding to the iterative process it’s necessary to find the damping coefficient or the damping 
factor of structure as this will be used in the Duhamel integral. The damping factor is obtained 
through the logarithmic decrement (Tørum, 2013). 
 
𝛿 =
1
𝑛
𝑙𝑛
𝑥𝑖
𝑥𝑖+𝑛
 (4.4) 
where, 𝛿 is the logarithmic decrement, 𝑥𝑖 is the amplitude of the i th oscillation and 𝑥𝑖+𝑛 is the 
amplitude of the i+n th oscillation. Generally, the damping factor and the logarithmic 
decrement are related by the following equation, 
 
𝛿 =
2𝜋𝜉
√1 − 𝜉2
  (4.5) 
 
𝛿 ≈ 2𝜋𝜉 is for small damping factors. So, damping factor is now, 
 
𝜉 =
1
2𝜋
𝛿 (4.6) 
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From the above figure, damping coefficient is found to be about 0.055. Since this method is an 
iterative process first we assume an impact force and rise time so that the calculated response 
based on Duhamel integral should match the measured response. Figure 4.40 shows the final 
results after doing many trials by assuming different impact force and the rising time. Finally, 
the both calculated response (green) and the measured responses (red) are in agreement for an 
impact force of 21.5N and the rising time of 0.001s. It should be noted that the first peak of the 
measured response only adjusted with the calculated response as this is the response which 
caused by the slamming force and subsequent peaks follow the damping.  
 
 
Figure 4.40: Duhamel integral method for test ‘Ue460t185’ (large cylinder) 
So, the impact force or the slamming force obtained by Duhamel integral method is 21.5N and 
this is almost the same as what we obtained using frequency response function method 
(19.41N). Although this method looks simple, accuracy of this used method is a question and 
this will be discussed in the next chapter.  
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5.0  DISCUSSION ON THE RESULTS 
Analysis of measured data and results are presented in the previous chapter. This chapter 
presents more detailed discussions and comments on several experimental results.   
5.1 Eccentricity and Wave Height 
Many tests were carried out changing eccentricity and the period of the waves. Since it is 
unknown that how the eccentricity changes the wave height, a brief analysis has been done by 
measuring the deep water wave height (from wave gauge 1 in Figure 3.2) for different 
eccentricity. This plotted in Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1: The variation of the wave height with the eccentricity for different wave periods 
As it can be seen in the above figure, wave height increases with the increasing eccentricity for 
all wave periods. In the meantime short period waves have higher wave heights than that for 
the longer period waves, it means that wave heights decreases with the increasing wave periods.  
5.2 Different Hammer Points 
There were several hammer points used for testing, but the results shown in the previous 
chapter were for the hammer point exactly at the slamming height of about 17cm above the 
still water line (Ros Collados, 2011). But, it is necessary to check whether the hammer test data 
from the other points would affect the results. So, here the front section of the structure is taken 
for the comparison. There are 12 points were selected for the pluck tests. The figures shown 
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below is for only three different point such as 1, 2 and 5. But, Figure 5.5 shows the results for 
all 12 points. 
 
Figure 5.2: The measured slamming force – Tests Ue440t208 and Uhamfp1 (front section) 
 
Figure 5.3: The measured slamming force – Tests Ue440t208 and Uhamfp2 (front section)  
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Figure 5.4: The measured slamming force – Tests Ue440t208 and Uhamfp5 (front section) 
 
 
Figure 5.5: The variation of the slamming forces on front section of the truss structure with 
different hammer points 
As it can be seen in Figure 5.5, the maximum slamming force of 15.8N occurs for the hammer 
pluck point of 1 which is at the top of the structure. One can observe that the points at top of 
the structure give the maximum slamming forces than that in the lower part or close to the still 
water line. This could be due to the different scenario of oscillating pattern of the structure 
when it’s impacted at different positions. It means that here two types of damping such as 
structural damping and hydraulic damping could occur as this structure is partly in the water. 
However, in all the analysis the point exactly 17cm above the still water level was considered 
as they are about at the slamming area.  
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5.3 High Impact Forces 
In some cases, for large value of eccentricities waves were breaking in front of the structure at 
some distance away from the structure. Most of the tests gave very high forces for this 
scenarios. Since it is known that they are not from wave impact, it’s always interesting to 
investigate them. Few cases are chosen and they have been illustrated here. 
First consider the test ‘Ue610t196’ on the side section of the truss structure. As it’s seen in 
APPENDIX A, this test gives a slamming force of 3.11N and a total response of 9.03N as well. 
These forces are very high compared to that with the results for the same wave period. Figure 
5.6 shows a snap shot of this test. As it’s shown in this figure, the wave is broken ahead of the 
structure and splashed on the structure. This may cause a lot of turbulence at the structure. If 
we look into the Figure 5.7, the time series of the measured response is not uniform as the 
measured total response (first peak) varies significantly. This could be due to the violent nature 
of the wave breaking ahead of the structure. The time expanded view of the maximum response 
force that resulted large impact force is shown in Figure 5.8. As it is shown in this figure, the 
maximum response is irrespective of the maximum wave crest height. In this case the wave 
height also small compared to the other cases as the wave already broken ahead of the structure.  
 
 
Figure 5.6: Snapshot from test ‘Ue610t196’ on side section of the truss structure 
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Figure 5.7: Total measured response – Test Ue610t196 on side section 
 
Figure 5.8: Time expanded view - Test Ue610t196 on side section 
Endresen and Tørum (1992) investigated extremely high vertical forces on an elevated pipeline 
through surf zone. In this case pipeline was oriented almost normal to the coastline. They found 
that very high vertical forces acting on the pipeline was due to the large turbulence and eddies 
of water particles with high accelerations. The period of the turbulent variation is very short 
and the water particles accelerations become large. This would cause high inertia forces when 
it is broken in plunging pattern.   
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Figure 5.9: Snapshot from test ‘Ue670t196’ on side section of the truss structure 
Another snapshot shown in Figure 5.9 was taken from a test ‘Ue670t196’, this resulted a force 
2.52N. This one also broken even more ahead of the structure and cause much turbulence which 
led to such high forces.  
5.4 Accuracy of Duhamel Integral Approach 
Duhamel integral approach was used only for individual piles. As previously mentioned, the 
same method and the same Matlab program which was used by Ros Collados (2011) have been 
applied here too. Ros Collados (2011) investigated the breaking wave forces on a vertical 
cylinder and the cylinder instrumented with six ring type transducers placed at different 
elevation above the still water level. The natural frequency of the local transducers is very high 
compared to the natural frequency of the cylinder that we used in this research, or in other 
words, structure used by Ros Collados (2011) has very less natural period of oscillation.  
Duhamel integral approach using Matlab is a curve fitting procedure such a way that the first 
peak of the measured response should almost match the calculated response. Since measured 
responses obtained by Ros Collados (2011) had many oscillations within the impact duration 
of 0.008s (Figure 5.10), it was easy to fit both the curves more accurately. But in our case, the 
natural period of oscillation is about 0.015s (Figure 4.40) and much larger than the impact 
duration, so it is hard to have even a cycle of oscillation within an impact duration time frame.  
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Figure 5.10: An example of getting the impact force using Duhamel integral approach (Ros 
Collados, 2011) 
If we recall Figure 3.19, the variation of the maximum response ratio with the ratio of impulse 
duration to natural period of oscillation for different types of impulse loading, in our case the 
ratio between the impact duration and the natural period is about 0.5, so the maximum response 
ratio for all types of impulsive loading show an increasing pattern hence it is hard to predict 
the maximum response ratio. But, in Ros Collados (2011)’s case, the ratio between the impact 
duration and the natural period of oscillation is about more than 1, and the maximum response 
ratio for  triangular and rectangular type impulsive loading have an uniform pattern and don’t 
change much with the time ratio.  
 
5.5 General Discussions 
The two individual cylinders were tested simultaneously in order to compare the wave 
slamming forces on each of them. Here we choose a test ‘Ue460t185’ and compare the results 
of both the large cylinder and the small cylinder. According to APPENDIX A, large cylinder 
(60mm in diameter) resulted a slamming force of 19.41N whereas the small cylinder (16mm 
in diameter) resulted a slamming force of 3.23N. That means the slamming force on the large 
cylinder is about six time than that on the small cylinder.  
According to the slamming equation (2.12), the slamming force is directly proportional to the 
diameter of the cylinder. The ratio between the diameter of the large and small cylinders is 
3.75. So, the ratio of the measured slamming forces on large and small cylinder should be about 
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3.75 as other parameters in the equation (2.12) are the same for both the structures. Since, we 
got very large force on large cylinder or perhaps very small force on small cylinder, it can be 
confirmed that there must be size effects.  
The realative cylinder diameter plays an important role on the wave impact forces on cylinders 
(Apelt & Piorewicz, 1987). The raltive cylinder diameter means, ratio of the diameter of the 
cylinder and the deepwater wave height (D/H0). Apelt & Piorewicz (1987) investigated the 
wave impact forces for different D/H0 values. They found that the maximum wave impact 
forces obatined for a relative cylinder diameter of 2 (i.e. D/H0 =2). Also they found that 
approximately 40-50% of the maximum slamming forces occurred for a D/H0 value of 0.5. If 
we consider the small cylinder, the relative diameter in our case is about 0.064 as the average 
deep water wave height is about 25cm. So, this could be a reason for getting very small 
slamming force for small cylinders. Even in Wienke & Oumeraci’s tests the minimum relative 
diameter was about 0.35 (0.7m/2m).  
The result of the tests on small cylinder is comparable with the side section of the truss structure 
as they both the same in size. The results presented in APPENDIX A confirm that the slamming 
forces on the side section of the truss structure is approximately equal to the slamming forces 
acting on the small cylinder.  
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6.0  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
There were totally more than hundred tests carried out on all the different structures such as 
two individual piles (16mm and 60mm in diameter), front section of the truss structure and the 
side section of the structure. All the data were analysed by using frequency response function 
method and only the data obtained from the two individual cylinders were analysed by using 
Duhamel integral method in addition to the frequency response function method. From the 
analysed data and the results the following conclusions have been made. 
Maximum measured responses were not always the case to give the maximum slamming forces 
as they perhaps contained more quasi-static force than the dynamic forces. 
The slamming forces obtained from all the test show that they were far lesser than the calculated 
slamming forces based on both Goda, et al. (1966) and Wienke & Oumeraci (2005). This could 
be due to the following reasons, 
o Size effects:  
This was confirmed from the results of the tests done on the two different size piles 
simultaneously. The compared calculated slamming forces based on Goda, et al. (1966) 
and Wienke & Oumeraci (2005) were obtained from tests with larger relative cylinder 
diameter (D/H0) compared to the relative cylinder diameter in these experiments.   
o Scale effects: 
This was small scale test and theoretical results were based on large scale tests. The 
entrained air is different in small scale and in reality, generally entrapped air would 
reduce the impact pressure. 
o Unfavourable wave forms: 
Another important reason for getting lesser slamming forces is that the shape of the 
wave when it is hit the structure was not so vertical as the vertical shaped waves caused 
high slamming forces (Wienke & Oumeraci, 2005). This contributes to the curling 
factor as well. The position of the structure from the upper end of the slope also 
influences in the wave form, in our case structure was placed about 1m from the upper 
end of the slope whereas in Wienke & Oumeraci (2005)’s case it was placed exactly at 
the upper end of the slope.  
Some test were carried out after modifying the bed slope from 1:10 to 1:20. These tests were 
performed on the side sections of the truss structure. It was observed that the waves were seem 
to be spilling type plunging breakers which means they were not typical pure, tongue shaped 
plunging breakers as they were spilling and not so violent like plunging breakers. The results 
show that the measured slamming forces were approximately the same in both the cases. 
It was found that the impact duration in our case was larger than the impact duration that was 
derived by the previous researchers such as Wienke & Oumeraci (2005) and Goda et. al. (1966). 
This could be due to the wave might hit different parts of the truss structure at different times.  
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The applying analysing method (FRF method) was seem to be promising as it was compared 
with the Duhamel integral approach and found that they both gave almost the same result for 
vertical piles.  
 
Based on the above conclusions, it is recommended to perform a large scale experimental study 
on a truss structure in order to overcome such short comings in the small scale tests. Since there 
are different impact forces on different part of the truss structure (bracings), it is also 
recommended to do the large scale test to measure the slamming forces on each member 
locally.  
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
𝑓(𝑡) = Line force 
f0 = Impulse load 
𝑘 = Stiffness 
l = Total length of the bracing within the area of impact 
𝑚 = Oscillating mass 
𝑡 = Time 
𝑡∗ = Duration of impact 
𝑢 = Water particle velocity 
umax  = Maximum response 
 
𝐶𝑏 = Breaking wave celerity 
𝐶𝐷 = Drag coefficient 
𝐶𝑀 = Inertia coefficient  
𝐶𝑠  = Slamming factor 
𝐷 = Diameter of the pile 
𝐹𝐷 = Drag force 
𝐹𝑀 = Inertia force 
𝐹𝑆 = Slamming force 
𝐻0 = Deep water wave height 
𝐻(𝜔) = Frequency response function 
𝐿0 = Deep water wave length 
𝑅 = Radius of the pile 
𝑆𝑓(𝜔) = Linear spectrum of applied force 
Td = Natural period of oscillation 
V = Voltage 
 
𝜌𝑤 = Density of water 
λ = Curling factor 
𝜂𝑏 = Breaking crest height 
𝜉0 = Iribarren parameter 
𝜉 = Damping factor 
𝜔𝑑 = Damped frequency 
τ = Duration of impact 
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APPENDIX A  
 
Results of all the experiments are tabulated in this appendix. 
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APPENDIX B  
 
There are two sample Matlab codes that used for the data analysis are given in this appendix, 
one is FRF method for side section and another is Duhamel integral approach for large cylinder.  
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Matlab code for analysis of data based on FRF method for side section of the truss is given 
below. 
close all 
clear all 
load('Sidepanel_hammer1.mat','Uhamsp3'); 
Data=Uhamsp3; 
U='Uhamsp3'; 
t1=1/19200:1/19200:length(Data)*1/19200; 
T=t1'; 
D=1:length(Data); 
fst=Data(:,3); fsb=Data(:,1); flt=Data(:,4); flb=Data(:,2);  
fstot=fsb+fst; fltot=flb+flt;  
Fham=Data(:,5); %Hammer Force 
  
figure 
plot(Data);  
[Dmin,yy1]=ginput(1); 
[Dmax,yy2]=ginput(1); 
  
t=T(Dmin:Dmax); 
dd=Dmax-Dmin; 
d=2^nextpow2(dd); 
Tmin=Dmin/19200; 
Tmax=Dmax/19200; 
  
% Extracted portion of data 
Ftotl=fltot(Dmin:Dmax); 
Ftots=fstot(Dmin:Dmax);Fst=fst(Dmin:Dmax); Fsb=fsb(Dmin:Dmax); 
Flt=flt(Dmin:Dmax); Flb=flb(Dmin:Dmax); 
  
hammer=Fham(Dmin:Dmax); 
m=mean(Fham(1:50000)); 
offset=m; 
Hammer=hammer-offset; 
figure 
h=plot(t,Ftotl,'-',t,Hammer,':'); 
set(h,'linewidth',2); 
%axis([7.2 7.4 -60 100]); 
xlabel('Time [s]','fontsize',12);ylabel('Force [N]','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',U,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(Dmin)),'-
',num2str(round(Dmax))],'fontsize',12); 
legend('Total','Hammer'); 
grid 
  
figure 
h=plot(t,Flt,'-',t,Flb,':',t,Hammer,'-'); 
xlabel('Time [s]','fontsize',12); ylabel('Force [N]','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',U,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(Dmin)),'-
',num2str(round(Dmax))],'fontsize',12); 
legend('Top-Large','Bottom-Large','Hammer'); 
set(h,'linewidth',2); 
grid 
  
y1=fft(Hammer,d); 
yham=y1.*conj(y1)/d; 
  
y2=fft(Ftotl,d); 
yftotl=y2.*conj(y2)/d; 
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ytotl=ifft(y2); 
f=19200.*(0:d/2)/d; 
ff=f./19200; 
  
figure 
h=plot(f(1:100),yftotl(1:100)); 
set(h,'linewidth',2); 
xlabel('Frequency, Hz','fontsize',12); ylabel('Relative 
Values','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',U,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(Dmin)),'-
',num2str(round(Dmax)),'   ','Power Spectrum-Total Forces'],'fontsize',12); 
set(gca,'fontsize',12,'linewidth',2); 
grid 
  
H=yftotl./yham; 
HH=y2./y1; 
PHH=2*HH.*conj(HH); 
  
SFF=y2./HH; 
FFF=ifft(SFF); 
  
figure 
h=plot(f(1:150),yham(1:150),'-',f(1:150),yftotl(1:150),':'); 
set(h,'linewidth',2); 
xlabel('Frequency, Hz','fontsize',12); ylabel('Relative 
Values','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',U,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(Dmin)),'-
',num2str(round(Dmax)),'   ','Power Spectrum'],'fontsize',12); 
legend('Hammer Force','Total Force'); 
set(gca,'fontsize',12,'linewidth',2) 
grid 
  
figure 
h=plot(f(1:100),y1(1:100),'-',f(1:100),y2(1:100),':'); 
set(h,'linewidth',2); 
xlabel('Frequency, Hz','fontsize',12); 
ylabel('Force, N','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',U,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(Dmin)),'-
',num2str(round(Dmax)),'   '],'fontsize',12); 
legend('Hammer Force','Total Force'); 
set(gca,'fontsize',12,'linewidth',2) 
grid 
  
figure 
h=semilogy(f(1:100),PHH(1:100)); 
set(h,'linewidth',2); 
xlabel('Frequency, Hz','fontsize',12); 
ylabel('Transfer Function','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',U,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(Dmin)),'-
',num2str(round(Dmax)),'   ','Transfer Function Squared'],'fontsize',12); 
set(gca,'fontsize',12,'linewidth',2) 
grid 
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%%% Wave Data Analysis 
  
load('Sidepanel_waves.mat','Ue610t196'); 
wdata=Ue610t196; 
W='Ue610t196'; 
  
wt=1/19200*(1:length(wdata)); 
wftl=wdata(:,4); wfbl=wdata(:,2); wfts=wdata(:,3); wfbs=wdata(:,1); 
wftotl=wftl+wfbl; wftots=wfts+wfbs; 
figure 
plot(wftotl); 
w1=wdata(:,5); w2=wdata(:,6); w3=wdata(:,7); w4=wdata(:,8); 
  
plot(wftotl); hold on 
plot(w2,'g'); 
[wdmin,wyyy1]=ginput(1); 
[wdmax,wyyy2]=ginput(1); 
wdif=wdmax-wdmin; 
  
if wdif<=dd; 
    wdif; 
else wdif=dd; 
end 
  
wd=2^nextpow2(wdif); 
wtmin=wdmin/19200; 
wtmax=wdmax/19200; 
wtt=wt(wdmin:wdmax); 
wtopl=wftl(wdmin:wdmax); wbotl=wfbl(wdmin:wdmax); wtops=wfts(wdmin:wdmax); 
wbots=wfbs(wdmin:wdmax); 
wtotl=wftotl(wdmin:wdmax); wtots=wftots(wdmin:wdmax); 
  
wave1=w1(wdmin:wdmax); wave2=w2(wdmin:wdmax); wave3=w3(wdmin:wdmax); 
wave4=w4(wdmin:wdmax); 
  
figure 
h=plot(wtt,wtopl,'-',wtt,wbotl,':'); 
set(h,'linewidth',2); 
xlabel('Time, s','fontsize',12); 
ylabel('Response Force, N','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',W,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(wdmin)),'-
',num2str(round(wdmax)),'   ','Response Forces'],'fontsize',12); 
legend('Top','Bottom','fontsize',12); 
set(gca,'fontsize',12,'linewidth',2) 
grid 
  
figure 
h=plot(wtt,wave1,'-',wtt,wave2,':',wtt,wave3,'-',wtt,wave4,':'); 
set(h,'linewidth',2); 
xlabel('Time, s','fontsize',12); 
ylabel('Wave Height, cm','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',W,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(wdmin)),'-
',num2str(round(wdmax)),'   ','Waves'],'fontsize',12); 
legend('Wave at deep water','Wave in front of structure1','Wave in front of 
structure2','Wave at structure','fontsize',12); 
set(gca,'fontsize',12,'linewidth',2) 
grid 
  
figure 
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h=plot(wtt,wtotl,'-',wtt,wave1,':',wtt,wave3,'-',wtt,wave4,':'); 
set(h,'linewidth',2); 
xlabel('Time, s','fontsize',12); 
ylabel('Force, N. Wave Height, cm,','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',W,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(wdmin)),'-
',num2str(round(wdmax)),'   ','Total Response Forces, 
Waves'],'fontsize',12); 
legend('Total Force','Wave at deep water','Wave in front of 
structure1','Wave at structure','fontsize',12); 
set(gca,'fontsize',12,'linewidth',2) 
grid 
  
[b,a]=butter(2,6/9600,'low'); 
wy=filtfilt(b,a,wtotl); 
wye=wtotl-wy; 
  
figure 
plot(wtt,wy,'g',wtt,wye,'r',wtt,wtotl,'b'); 
xlabel('Time,sec','fontsize',12) 
ylabel('Force, N.','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',W,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(wdmin)),'-
',num2str(round(wdmax)),'   ','Forces'],'fontsize',12); 
legend('Filtered Total Force','Total Force-Filtered','Total Force'); 
grid on; 
  
wyy=filtfilt(b,a,wye); 
wyye=wye-wyy; 
  
wff=fft(wyye,wd); 
wp=wff.*conj(wff)/wd; 
wifft=ifft(wff,wd); 
wpff=wyye.*conj(wyye)/wd; 
  
  
figure 
plot(f(1:100),wp(1:100)); 
xlabel('Frequency, Hz','fontsize',12); ylabel('Relative 
Values','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',W,',  ',U,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(wdmin)),'-
',num2str(round(wdmax)),'   ','Power Spectrum of Response 
Forces'],'fontsize',12); 
grid 
  
f1=19200.*(0:wd/2)/wd; 
  
sf=wff./HH; 
pff=sf.*conj(sf)/wd; 
fff=ifft(sf,wd); 
  
tx=(wtt(end)+1/19200:1/19200:(wd-length(wtt))/19200+wtt(end)); 
   
if length(wtt)>=wd; 
    wtt1=wtt(:,1:wd); 
else wtt1=[wtt,tx]; 
end 
  
figure 
plot(wtt1,fff); 
xlabel('Time,sec','fontsize',12); ylabel('Force, N.','fontsize',12); 
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title(['Test: ',W,',  ',U,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(wdmin)),'-
',num2str(round(wdmax)),'   ','IFFT(S(w)/H(w))=SS(w)'],'fontsize',12); 
grid; 
  
[b1,a1]=butter(2,200/9600,'low'); 
wdfilter=filtfilt(b1,a1,fff); 
  
figure 
plot(wtt1,wdfilter,'-'); 
xlabel('Time,sec','fontsize',12); ylabel('Force, N.','fontsize',12); 
title(['Test: ',W,',  ',U,'    ','Data Points: ',num2str(round(wdmin)),'-
',num2str(round(wdmax)),'   ','Filtered 
IFFT(S(w)/H(w))=SS(w)'],'fontsize',12); 
grid; 
  
Rmax=max(wtotl) 
Fsm=max(wdfilter) 
ncrest=max(wave2)/100 
Hb=min(wave2)*(-1/100)+ncrest  
disp('Thank You') 
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The matlab code for the Duhamel integral approach is given below. 
clear all 
close all 
  
load('Wye440185.mat'); 
wdmin=1350; 
wdmax=1700; 
tmin=wdmin/19200; 
tmax=wdmax/19200; 
tdif=tmax-tmin; 
wdif=wdmax-wdmin; 
  
Fo=9.5; 
Tp=0.00001; 
Td=0.006; 
tr=20.474; 
Tn=0.0025; 
ten=0.009;%Varighet (Duration) 
time1=(0:1/19200:Tp); 
X1=Fo*(time1./Tp); 
time=(0:1/19200:Td); 
time2=(0:1/19200:tdif); 
  
X2=(Fo/(Td-Tp))*(Td-time); 
X=[X1,X2(Tp/(1/19200)+1:Td/(1/19200))]; 
f6=(tr*20000:(tr+0.01)*20000); 
  
%Rnew is the response measured at the instant t 
%po is the breaking wave force that we assume for the evaluated instant t 
freq=2*pi*60; 
chi=0.035; 
m=0.012016; 
k=m*(freq)^2; 
Tstep=1/19200; 
j=[1:(Tstep*(Td*19200)/Td):length(X)]; 
Rob=[]; 
Rnew=[]; 
yA=[0]; 
yB=[0]; 
A=[0]; 
B=[0]; 
for i=1:(Td/Tstep) 
%Duhamel Integral 
yA(i)=X(j(i))*cos(freq*time(j(i))); 
yB(i)=X(j(i))*sin(freq*time(j(i))); 
A(i+1)=A(i)*exp(-chi*freq*Tstep)+((Tstep*k)/(m*freq))*yA(i)*exp(-
chi*freq*Tstep); 
B(i+1)=B(i)*exp(-chi*freq*Tstep)+((Tstep*k)/(m*freq))*yB(i)*exp(-
chi*freq*Tstep); 
Rob(i)=A(i)*sin(freq*time(j(i)))-B(i)*cos(freq*time(j(i))); 
Rob=[Rob]; 
Rnew=[Rnew]; 
end 
tx=length(X(1,:)); 
  
F1=plot(time(:,1:tx),X); 
%F1=plot(time,X); 
set(F1,'Color','black','LineWidth',1.1); 
hold on 
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p=plot(linspace(0,Td,length(Rob)),Rob,'-'); 
set(p,'Color','green','LineWidth',1.1); 
hold on 
plot(time2,wtotl(1:length(time2)),'-'); 
  
%plot(linspace(0,0.01,201),f5*2) 
%Axis([0 0.01 -4 12]) 
xlabel('Time [s]','fontsize',14) 
ylabel('Relative response [N]','fontsize',14) 
grid 
h = legend('Triangular Impulse','Calculated Response','Measured 
Response',2); 
set(h,'Interpreter','none','location','NorthEast','fontsize',14) 
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Some snap-shots are shown in this appendix. These snaps compare the wave breaking pattern 
on different bed slopes (1:10 and 1:20) for same wave characteristics (wave period and 
eccentricity of the wave paddle) 
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Figure C.1: Test Ue500t185 , Slope 1:10 
 
 
 
Figure C.2: Test Ue500t185 , Slope 1:20 
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Figure C.3: Test Ue500t196 , Slope 1:10 
 
 
 
Figure C.4: Test Ue500t196 , Slope 1:20 
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Figure C.5: Ue500t208 , Slope 1:10 
 
 
 
Figure C.6: Ue500t208 , Slope 1:20 
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Figure C.7: Ue500t222 , Slope 1:10 
 
 
Figure C.8: Ue500t222 , Slope 1:20 
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The test sheet or the manufacturer calibration sheet of all four force transducers that were used 
in the experiments are given in this appendix.  
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Figure D.1: Calibration sheet of force transducer 1 
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Figure D.2: Calibration sheet of force transducer 2 
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Figure D.3: Calibration sheet of force transducer 3 
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Figure D.4: Calibration sheet of force transducer 4 
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